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1. Consider the following 3-dimensional datapoints:

(1.3, 1.6, 2.8), (4.3,−1.4, 5.8), (−0.6, 3.7, 0.7), (−0.4, 3.2, 5.8), (3.3,−0.4, 4.3), (−0.4, 3.1, 0.9)

Perform Principal Components Analysis by:

• Calculating the sample mean, m of the data {xµ} (m,xµ are column vectors).

• Calculating the sample covariance matrix S = 1
5

∑
µ=1,...,6 xµ(xµ)T −mmT of the data.

• Finding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors ei of the covariance matrix. (This is easy to do in MATLAB
using the eig command.)

You should find that only two eigenvalues are large, and therefore that the data can be well represented
using two components only. Let e1 and e2 be the two eigenvectors with largest eigenvalues.

• Calculate the two dimensional representation of each datapoint (e1 · (xµ −m), e2 · (xµ −m)), µ =
1, . . . , 6.

• Calculate the reconstruction of each datapoint m+(e1 ·(xµ−m))e1+(e2 ·(xµ−m))e2, µ = 1, . . . , 6.

2. Consider a set of N -dimensional data xµ, µ = 1, . . . , P . A PCA analysis is performed on this dataset,
and the eigenvectors e1, . . . , eM are used to represent the data, together with the mean m. That is, each
original N dimensional datapoint xµ is represented in the form

xµ ≈ m +
M∑
i=1

aiei (1)

• What are the optimal coefficients ai if we are to minimise the square length of the residual vector?

• Consider two vectors xa and xb and their corresponding PCA approximations m +
∑M

i=1 aiei and
m +

∑M
i=1 biei. Approximate (xa − xb)2 by using the PCA representations of the data, and show

that this is equal to (a− b)2.

3 Additional Question. Explain how the above result enables us to rapidly compare distances between
PCA representations of datapoints, and how therefore in the Eigenfaces experiment we can rapidly
calculate the distance between two faces once the 20 largest eigenvectors have been calculated.
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